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1. IL MAGAZINE.
IL is a magazine that looks ahead, knows how to amaze and

enhance knowledge from an original vantage point. It is a

magazine of current affairs, in-depth study, recreation, and

entertainment. Reports and cover stories are lively and

unconventional.

International A-list journalists and young Italian writers

collaborate to make IL a magazine that accompanies

readers in their free time, selecting trends, cultural events,

and new experiences.

Addressed to a male target of the highest quality,

attentive to fashion and style, IL stimulates readers

describing reality by using a cross-cultural language and

presenting unique contents within the publishing world.

Target Group
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CONTINUITY 
Combine the unexpected, the 

curious, the unsettling with 

recognizability. IL is a place where 

it is pleasant to return every month. 

You feel at home, in your 

environment, and in your 

community, but you never get 

bored, because something new is 

always happening.

READABILITY

Surprising, strong, and self-

confident graphics that 

enhance the content by 

interpreting it, also thanks 

to the selection of quality 

images and the creation of 

authorial reports.

STRUCTURE
A well recognizable grid, a 

harmonious, circular, and well 

orchestrated browsing 

experience, which enhances 

varied and diversified contents, 

capable of capturing the 

attention of a wide and well-

defined target. 

COMMUNITY
IL club means its community of its 

readers.

A great wealth of stimuli involves 

and attracts readers, urging them 

to pick up the magazine again and 

again several times during the 

month considering it an unmissable 

appointment at the newsstand.

SCHEDULE

Monthly

READERSHIP

450,000*

readers

CIRCULATION

160,000**

copies

Print+digital

*   Source: publisher

** Source: publisher



They are the first to experiment with new

products

(C.I. 131) they are oriented to distinction,

premium products (C.I. 134). They are high-

spending consumers

� When making purchases, they are trend

setters and oriented to top-of-the-range

products

They always aim to improve their knowledge (C.I.

116), travel (C.I. 115) and play sports (C.I. 118).

� They are dynamic men

They love art (C.I. 148), international events (C.I.

150), keeping abreast of what people are talking

about (C.I. 139) and what is going on in the world

(C.I. 127). they are interested in technology (C.I.

126) and the environment (C.I. 124).

� They have various interests

Source TSSP 2017C Target male reader of Il Sole24 Concentration indexes.

� They invest time and resources in their

free time

� Decision-makers in numerous product 

sectors

They are influencers in the purchase of technological

products (C.I. 135), travel (C.I. 134), automobiles (C.I.

104), financial products (C.I. 144).

They are frequenters of cultural events,

museums, exhibitions (C.I. 181), theatrical

performances (C.I. 189) and cultural

festivals (C.I. 237).

2. IL IN NUMBERS



� Mindful of their appearance, they devote

themselves to sports and other physical

activities (C.I.. 116)

� Strongly technology-oriented (C.I. 147) , they

want the best technology products for

themselves and their homes (C.I. . 127)

� Strong travelers, whether on business (C.I.

168), or for personal pleasure (C.I. 154),

money is not an issue when it comes to

holidays (C.I. 115)

� They invest in quality cosmetic products

(C.I. 181) and branded products (C.I. 119)

� They spend a lot on clothing (C.I. 141)

and accessories (C.I. 136) and wear

valuable watches (C.I. 184)

� Heavy users of automobiles, they love 

driving (C.I. 131) and pay special attention to 

the brand (C.I. 120) and advertising (C.I. 116)

� They invest great resources in their homes

(C.I. 177), frequently enriching them with

new furniture (C.I. 165) and accessories (C.I.

157)

� They are highly-informed (C.I. 229), and

competent savers (C.I. 173), capable of

managing high-risk financial products (C.I.

176) and they are heavy users of credit cards

(C.I. 269)

2. IL IN NUMBERS

Source TSSP 2017C Target male reader of Il Sole24 Concentration indexes.



AGE

High concentration of readers in the most active 

age groups of the Italian population.

24% 29% 18% 13%

35-44 yrs45-54 yrs 55-64 yrs ˃64 yrs

Source:AUDIPRESS 2018.1 CARTA e/o REPLICA – readers male of Il Sole 24 ORE
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49% 43%

EDUCATION 

Large presence of readers with higher education.

Entrepreneurs, 

managers, 

freelancers

PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY 

51% 20%

Readers belonging to higher professional 

categories.

University 

degree

Secondary school 

diploma

5%

SOCIAL CLASS

High concentration of readers belonging 

to upper social classes.

.

Upper social 

class
Upper middle 

social class

17% 33%

3. IL READERS

Employees Shopkeepers / artisans, 

agents / self-employed 

workers, farmers, 

teachers / journalists



4. IL SECTIONS.
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GLOCAL 

An overview of the main news from the World (politics, cultural events, 

current affairs, green economy).

REPORTS AND INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM

Investigations and in-depth reports. A-list journalists, reportages by great 

photographers, interviews, and original productions.

SCHEDULE FOR THE MONTH 

Music, cinema, TV series, radio. Unmissable events to have fun, get distracted, 

discover and learn something new.

REST AREA 

The best of design and architecture. Well-being area. Practical advice for your 

wardrobe. Wine and food pleasures.

SPEED LANE 

Cars, motorcycles, technology, adventure, sports, travel, and any activities 

related to action, passion, life outdoors.

COLD CASES

A journey to learn about the great unsolved crime mysteries in current news.

GRAPHIC NOVELS

Preview of a graphic novel in IL.

APPENDIX

Reading area, with an exclusive sneak peek.



5. IL: NATIVE SECTIONS.

You can create ad-hoc projects, with content and production 

involving the editors of IL.  

Projects should be identified with: Magazine Logo "for" 

Customer Logo.  

(IL for ...).

The initiative will be discussed directly with you. You can 

suggest ad-hoc contents for all your needs. 

Development can be divided into: 

� 4-6-8 native pages with a minimum frequency of 3 

consecutive issues.

Or 

� 1-2-4 one-shot pages for a single issue.

6
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12/01/18

16/02/18 27/04/18

16/03/18 18/05/18

15/06/18

31/08/18

21/09/18

26/10/18

30/11/18

6. IL SCHEDULE



7. IL PREMIUM POSITIONS.

Double page

/ Reverse fold-out cover

/ Inside front cover + 1st right-hand page

/ Double in the tunnel

Single page

/ Inside back cover

/ Back cover

/ Opposite Colophon

/ Opposite table of contents on the left

/ Opposite table of contents on the right

12



PDF file format

1. It must conform to the PDF/X-1a:2003 standard in the PDF 1.3

version, with profile “Coated Fogra 39” (compatible with Acrobat

4);

2. It must not be password protected;

3. It must contain one page only;

4. It must be composite (no separations allowed);

5. It must not contain over 10,000 vector objects or track layout

with more nodes (anchorage points) than the specified value;

6. The number of tracks on page it must be less than 5.000

objects:

7. It must not contain images 16Bit for channel;

8. It must not contain “PieceInfo” (Application information

structure)

9. It must not contain transparent objects.

Fonts used

1. All fonts must be embedded in the PDF;

2. Use Type 1 fonts. Don’t use CID fonts.

Colours and resolution

1. Colour images must be in high resolution (300 dpi). Use

CMYK space only (best to use the “Coated Fogra39” ICC

profile). Any RGB, Lab, Pantone and flat color “All” elements

must be converted into CMYK;

Screen 60 lines. The white dot should not go over 5% cyan, 4%

magenta and 4% yellow. Black should not go over a hue value

of 90%. The total percentage of colour saturation (total INK)

should not go over 240%. If it does, to avoid over-inking, the

software will automatically reduce the amount required, using

generic tables, to bring it to 240%;

2. For grayscale images, use Grayscale (15%) space with 300

dpi resolution;

3. For line art, use Black & White space and use only vector

paths or Bitmap with 1200 dpi resolution;

4. For color adv avoid written texts with font size below 14px

and avoid frames or lines in negative on colored background.

For written texts, frames or lines in positive withfont size

below 14px, use only black color (no cyan, no magenta, no

yellow). This is to avoid any out of register during printing.

Sizes

1. Page: mm 233x286 + trim;

2. Double page: mm 466x286 + trim;

3. Double page swing reversed: mm 458 (230 left + 228

right)x286 + trim.

Load PDF files on the Group’s portal only from the

following URL (we cannot receive PDF files through mail

or we transfer):

https://advsole.ilsole24ore.com/Ads/index.do

To accredited to access the portal, If you are not

accredited, send a mail to:

prenotazioni.periodicisystem@ilsole24ore.com

Color proves

It is suggested to send also color proves for print, made

from the PDF you will send on the portal, with the name

of the client, date of issue, subject of the campaign to

the following address:

Il Sole 24 Ore spa – c/o Ufficio Impaginazione Periodici –

Via Monte Rosa, 91 – 20149 Milano

Material delivery deadline

4 business weeks before date of issue.

For more information, please write to:

dante.zamin@ilsole24ore.com

File size and trim

1. PDF sizes (trim box) it needs to have 5 mm bleed on each

side (bleed box) and it has to have printing marks.

2. Any image or written part on the bleed box it has to be

positioned within 5/7 mm from cut.

8. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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